
Welcome to Planet 
PRINOTH



Survival of the Fittest

Extreme conditions demand extreme performance. At the literal ends of the Earth, nothing is more 

reliable than a Prinoth. Battling arctic winds, mountains of snow and ice, or just plain brutal 

traverses, the advantages of PRINOTH are our dependability and the confidence that we can get 

the job done. Durable, highly innovative and configured to your specifications, PRINOTH’s tracked 

vehicles allow you to go where nature is at its toughest, and to get there confidently, efficiently, 

and with minimal impact to the environment.



Vehicles 
manufactured 
for extreme 
conditions: a 
new dimension 
in extreme 
performance.

Maximum Efficiency for Extreme 
Working Conditions 

PRINOTH tracked vehicles perform under 

extreme conditions while maximizing 

operating efficiency. The power plant of a 

PRINOTH vehicle works in synch with the 

PRINOTH track system to provide optimal 

torque in all snow conditions. Pushing or 

pulling, the PRINOTH advantage will surpass 

expectations with reduced operating costs 

and increased reliability.

Extreme Drive Properties 

PRINOTH vehicles aren’t just strong, they’re 

smart. Combining best-in-class power 

trains with superior pushing and pulling 

capabilities, PRINOTH sets itself apart as 

the global leader among tracked vehicles 

in extreme conditions. The PRINOTH drive 

control system turns average operators into 

excellent operators, which in turn contributes 

to increased vehicle performance. 

Configurations for Extreme
Applications 

PRINOTH’s versatile vehicles are designed to 

meet your specific needs. If your application 

requires additional options, the PRINOTH 

engineering department will make them a 

reality, coordinating with your logistics team 

to configure a vehicle that meets whatever 

specific application you need. From increased 

fuel capacity to high-capacity cranes and 

ground-penetrating radar, PRINOTH is here 

to put your concepts to work.

Innovative Operator’s Cabin for 
Extreme Comfort 

PRINOTH vehicles allow operators to venture 

into the world’s most extreme weather. 

Combining safety, automated temperature 

control, comfortable seating and ergonomic 

steering and vehicle controls, PRINOTH cabs 

transform extreme vehicles into intuitive 

workspaces designed for long days battling 

the elements. A steering wheel or steering 

levers can be used to navigate the vehicle, 

depending on your individual needs.

Extreme Performance

The superior performance of PRINOTH 

extreme weather vehicles is due to the 

relationship between their Caterpillar 

or Mercedes engines and the vehicle’s 

weight ratio, providing increased torque 

and steering capabilities in even the 

most challenging conditions. Together, 

these elements provide optimal weight 

distribution for balanced ground pressure, 

making the vehicle safe and ready to use 

when and where you need it.
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PROTECTION 
AGAINST 
WEATHER 
HAZARDS

Personnel Transport

When it comes to moving people safely 

and comfortably, PRINOTH is the extreme 

weather expert. PRINOTH offers passenger 

cabins that can be configured with PC 

workstations, increased storage capacity, 

intercoms, power outlets or sleeping 

quarters with all the comforts of home. Our 

personnel transporter can be designed to 

accommodate from 4 to 20 passengers. 

We’ll deliver exactly the transport you 

need through the hard work of the 

PRINOTH design team.



JACK OF ALL
TRADES

King of Roads

When there are no roads to travel, make 

your own – using PRINOTH vehicles 

designed to do just that. Whether 

building a new skiway to safely land 

a C-130 or constructing a thousand-

kilometre road, the torque of a PRINOTH 

vehicle translates into extreme pushing 

and pulling capabilities that prove why 

PRINOTH is the specialist in the world’s 

most extreme climates.

Pulling Extreme Payloads

PRINOTH’s power and torque extend beyond 

the ability to push massive amounts of 

snow and ice. The heavy-duty design of 

the PRINOTH chassis creates a powerful 

foundation for its high-capacity rear tow 

hitch. PRINOTH vehicles are at the top of 

their class in pulling force. Pulling sledges 

of up to 50 tons in tandem, PRINOTH can 

out-tow the competition economically, 

functionally, and reliably.



BUILT TO
PERFORM

Extreme Vehicle Options

Transfer fuel pump with self-contained 1. 

hose and reel to refuel from fuel cache

Lift truck blades on front plow (blade) 2. 

for loading and unloading sledges

Personnel cabin designed and built to 3. 

end-user specifications

Additional fuel tank4. 

Crane5. 

Specific custom options are available 6. 

upon request

Choice of Webasto or Espar heaters with 1. 

7-day electronic timer for preheating

External oil pan heaters 2. 

Internal heater for high-pressure 3. 

hydraulic reservoir

Rubber coolant hoses replaced with 4. 

equivalent silicone hoses

Electrically heated hydrostatic lines5. 

Ultra-cold-weather batteries with 6. 

electric blanket 

Exterior mounted battery post to service 7. 

both 12V & 24V auxiliary needs 

Master cut-off switch 8. 

Auxiliary low-voltage electrical and 9. 

high-capacity equalizer for VHF, GPS 

and iridium phone

3-point rear mounted pintle hitch10. 

All fluids are Arctic rated 11. 

Standard Extreme Vehicle Configuration 



PRINOTH:
A NAME YOU 
CAN COUNT ON

Reliability and Experience

PRINOTH vehicles are hard at work in extreme 

conditions day in and day out, wherever those 

conditions demand the best – Antarctica, 

Iceland, the Northern Territories, Siberia, 

and other polar regions. PRINOTH vehicles 

have been at work in these environments 

for over 50 years. Whether building roads or 

skiways, supporting scientific expeditions, 

transporting personnel or supplying base 

camps, PRINOTH is out there in the most 

Service and Support

PRINOTH prides itself in the technical ability 

of its staff. Whether in person or on the 

phone, a factory-trained PRINOTH service 

representative can provide assistance 

when it’s most needed. With a global 

network of factory-trained service 

providers, rest assured that your service 

needs will be taken care of professionally 

and promptly, no matter where on the 

globe you need us. 

PRINOTH spare parts are easily accessible 

around the world. A qualified PRINOTH 

professional will provide accurate 

information and get parts delivered when 

you need them the most.

extreme operating conditions in the world, 

getting the job done safely and reliably. When 

you need extreme performance, PRINOTH is 

the name you can trust.



Sales and service sites in your area to be found on www.prinoth.com

PRINOTH AG
Brennerstraße 34
I-39049 Sterzing (BZ)
Tel. +39 0472 72 26 22
Fax +39 0472 72 26 16
prinoth@prinoth.com

PRINOTH France SAS
241, voie Galilée, Alpespace, B.P. 62
F-73802 Montmélian, CEDEX
Tel. +33 (0)479 84 76 76
Fax +33 (0)479 84 76 77
prinoth.france@prinoth.com

PRINOTH (Switzerland) AG
Gemmistraße 45
CH-3970 Salgesch
Tel. +41 (0)27 456 26 56
Fax +41 (0)27 456 47 00
info@prinoth.ch

PRINOTH Ltd.
1001 J.-A.-Bombardier Street
Granby, Québec J2J 1E9
Tel. +1 450 776 3600
Fax +1 450 776 3685
prinoth.canada@prinoth.com

PRINOTH GmbH
Michael-Seeber-Straße 1
A-6410 Telfs
Tel. +43 (0)526 262 121
Fax +43 (0)526 262 123 160
prinoth.austria@prinoth.ch

PRINOTH LLC
2746 Seeber Drive Bldg B
Grand Junction, CO 81506
Tel. +1 970 242 7150
Fax +1 970 241 6722
prinoth.us@prinoth.com


